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Kosmaj by Cuban
group Los
Carpinteros (2012)
at New York’s Sean
Kelly Gallery.

articulate
NEXT MONTH THE INTERNATIONAL ART SCENE WILL DESCEND ON MIAMI BEACH FOR THE 10TH
ANNIVERSARY OF ART BASEL. SHOW DIRECTORS MARC SPIEGLER AND ANNETTE SCHÖNHOLZER
SHARE INSIGHT BEHIND THE GLOBAL GATHERING OF ARTISTS, GALLERIES, CURATORS, AND
COLLECTORS. BY SUE HOSTETLER

W

hen the owners of the celebrated Swiss show Art Basel first
brought a stateside version of the show to Miami Beach in 2002,
they were gambling on whether the contemporary art community would support a somewhat novel, tropical frontier. Not only was the
show an immediate success, in the last 10 years Art Basel Miami Beach has
become arguably the most influential show in the Americas—framing a
ritualistic week on the calendar of every top collector, curator, museum
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Museum, the Museum of Contemporary Art, North Miami, and the
Miami Science Museum are all currently building new homes), and the
Wynwood Arts District and Design District blossomed with cutting-edge
galleries, furniture boutiques, and artist studios.
“It was an exciting decade—not only for the show but also for Miami
Beach,” offers Annette Schönholzer, who along with Marc Spiegler has
served as codirector of the show since 2008. “The city evolved from being
the winter destination for art lovers into a year-round cultural hot spot.”
The show itself, held within the Miami Beach Convention Center, has
matured as well. “The quality of the galleries exhibiting has increased significantly and so has the diversity,” adds Spiegler. “People have come to
take the show quite seriously, saving great material and planning their
booths all year long. Also, the Miami Beach edition was originally established in part as a link between North and South America; over the past
few years we have seen this dream come to fruition in terms of our exhibitors, their artists, and their collectors.” (Last year alone there were a record
26 Latin American exhibitors.)

S

piegler and Schönholzer are also taking the world’s continued
financial struggles in stride. “The art market is undoubtedly tied to
the ebb and flow of the global economic conditions and that has its
effects, especially on the younger galleries and emerging artists,” says
Spiegler. “On the other hand, there are pockets that are still buzzing, and
Latin America is one of them. All over the world, artists are constantly
emerging and being strongly pursued by curators and collectors. At the
same time, many galleries in New York, Paris, and London are expanding,
and the number of people interested in art and buying art is increasing
over time. Everywhere you look, you see ambition, not retreat.”
Indeed, with the immense proliferation of art fairs, it is no secret that
dealers now often do as much as half of their annual business at the various
shows; considering this, the Art Basel behemoth is poised to dominate the
contemporary art world, now operating fairs on three continents after buying Art HK last year. “With the launch of Art Basel’s Hong Kong show in
May 2013, we will be able to provide collectors and dealers with unparalleled access to the global art world,” says Schönholzer. “We are in the
advantageous position of being able to apply more than 40 years of experience and know-how to a new market, which makes for an exciting and
dynamic future in the Asia and Asia-Pacific region.”
continued on page 66
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director, and general art aficionado. The show has swelled to include more
than 260 of the most prestigious international galleries, featuring an
increasingly ambitious program that now boasts outdoor and public video,
sculpture and performance, spread all over town.
Art Basel Miami Beach also helped spawn a cultural renaissance of sorts
across South Florida: blue-chip collectors opened private spaces, a raft of
public institutions have been commissioned or revitalized (the Miami Art
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Love Is the Drug by
Richard Mosse, 2012

continued from page 65
he Miami Beach show, which runs this year from December 6
through 9, promises to be more exhilarating than ever. The most
creative and audacious section is often Art Nova, where the rules
require dealers to feature only work created in the last three years by just
two or three artists. Art Positions, though, was considered a highlight last
year by many attendees and also consistently pushes the limits, showcasing work from young and emerging artists (the 2011 standout being Paulo
Nazareth’s eye-popping Banana Market/Art Market, a green Volkswagen
bus filled with bananas). The Art Kabinett sector tends to be thematically
wide-ranging, offering a platform for immense curatorial diversity including thematic group exhibitions, art historical showcases, and solo shows
for rising stars. These are presented in delineated spaces within participant’s booths, which are spread throughout the convention center.
Art Public presents outdoor sculpture, interventions, and performances
and is easily the most visible sector. Returning this December is guest curator
Christine Y. Kim, an associate curator at the Los Angeles Museum of
Contemporary Art who will once again be responsible for transforming
Collins Park with a transcendent series of site-specific installations, sculptures, and performances. “We are delighted to be continuing our successful
partnership with the Bass Museum of Art for Art Public,” says Schönholzer,
referring to the collaboration that was inaugurated last year with the Miami
institution that backs up to the park. Kim seemed to focus on the highly conceptual and performative in 2011, which included the much-talked-about
performance by Theaster Gates and the Black Monks of Mississippi.
Another exciting partnership that also returns in December is Art Video, a
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“Many galleries in New York, Paris, and
London are expanding, and the number
of people interested in art and buying art
is increasing over time.”—MARC SPIEGLER
series of public art film screenings on the 7,000 square foot outdoor projection
wall of the New World Center, designed by Frank Gehry. “We look forward to
further developing these relationships,” Spiegler says. “This December we will
certainly see the continuing of the evolution of the Miami Beach show.”
For those planning to attend Art Basel Miami Beach this year, make sure
to break-away from the confines of the Convention Center and visit the
legendary private collections and increasingly prominent art spaces that
show some of the most avant-garde work around. Miami’s stock of private
collections is located in the Wynwood neighborhood, just north of downtown Miami. This revitalized community now boasts the Rubell Family
Collection, which is housed in a former DEA drug warehouse and features
a list of who’s who in the art world including Jeff Koons, Kara Walker, and
Cindy Sherman. Also of particular interest is World Class Boxing, the collection of Debra and Dennis Scholl, which houses their eclectic treasures
in a former boxing gym.
continued on page 68
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Out of the black
and into the
white by Kon
Trubkovich, 2012

an inside view
ART LUMINARY ROSELEE GOLDBERG SHARES HER INSIGHTS
ABOUT PERFORMA’S AND NEW YORK’S CONTINUING
IMPORTANCE AT ART BASEL MIAMI BEACH.

“We’re in a vastly
expanded and
diverse art world
on all fronts.”
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ON DISPLAY
A look at the New York galleries
showing at Art Basel Miami Beach.
ELEVEN RIVINGTON
This LES gallery joins Art Basel Miami Beach
for the first time with works by sculptors
Hilary Berseth and Michael DeLucia, as well as
Icelandic mixed media artist Katrin
Sigurdardottir. elevenrivington.com
LEHMANN MAUPIN
Artist Robin Rhode’s digitally animated piece
Open Court will be shown in the Pods and
projected onto the New World Symphony
structure. lehmannmaupin.com
Robin Rhode’s Open Court at the
Lehmann Maupin Gallery

MARIANNE BOESKY GALLERY
Russian-born artist Kon Trubkovich works in
video, painting, and paper with images that
offer both extreme abstraction and surprising
recognition. marianneboeskygallery.com
SEAN KELLY GALLERY
“The teamwork of Marco Antonio Castillo Valdés
and Dagoberto Rodríguez Sánchez has created
a startling yet familiar sculpture made of Legos,”
says gallery director Maureen Bray of the work
by Cuban group Los Carpinteros. skny.com
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Your organization Performa—dedicated to
exploring the role of performance in the 21st
century—has collaborated with Art Basel
Miami Beach in past years. Have you been
attending the show since its inception?
Roselee Goldberg: Yes, Performa produced the
10th anniversary celebration for Art Basel Miami
Beach last year, which was a terrific evening of
selected Performa commissions and took place at
the New World Symphony, making it the first time
that the NWS theater had been incorporated in
ABMB programming.
What differentiates Art Basel from other fairs?
How do they sustain the quality of the show?
RG: From the very beginning, the organizers have
been very aware of how important it is to respect the
fragile ecosystem of Miami’s history and to enter
into conversations with the cultural organizations
that were already functioning there before they
arrived. Miami is the gateway to Cuba, the
Caribbean, and the Americas, and it has an increasingly important role to play in maintaining those
channels. It can only get more interesting.
You are a highly regarded art historian, cura—ROSELEE GOLDBERG
tor, critic, and author of the seminal book on
performance art, Performance Art: From Futurism to the Present. How would you describe
the evolution of the contemporary art world? What are the most significant changes?
RG: Twenty-five years ago, just about all the artists I knew—Cindy Sherman, Laurie Anderson,
Robert Longo, Louise Lawler, Eric Fischl, David Salle, Laurie Simmons—made work that in
one way or another commented on the rampant art market of the time and their place in it. This
generation, which I call “the media generation,” was educated by the most articulate and incisive conceptual artists of the ’70s. Their work was analytical, critical, and bold, and showed
their ambiguity about participating in the art-as-commodity cycle that their mentors had been
so against. And then in 1987 the financial market crashed. The art market took a dive, and by
the time it came back, around 1993, there were more collectors, more artists, and more general
excitement about art and the art world than ever before. Political events had changed the world
as we knew—the Berlin Wall had come down; Nelson Mandela was released from prison;
Tiananmen Square triggered waves of change in Chinese politics—and each of these shifts in
turn opened up entirely new parts of the globe to cultural investigation. Today we’re in a vastly
expanded and diverse art world on all fronts—more biennials, more museums, more art fairs.
Performa has its annual gala this month and is planning a very special biennial event
in NYC next year; what details can you share?
RG: Performa Commissions for Performa 13, which will take place in November 2013, are well
under way. Those who are in the know of the “secret details” are those collectors who become
producers by adopting one or several of the projects. Relâche, the Party, our annual gala, takes
place this month (November 1) and is in line with our previous galas, which have each focused
on a performance from the past. This year the subject is “Relâche”—an extraordinary event
produced by Francis Picabia and Erik Satie with the Swedish Ballet in Paris in 1924 that included
Man Ray and Duchamp in cameo roles. We are commissioning performances, films, installations, and food. Performa, 100 W. 23rd St., 212-366-5700; performa-arts.org G

